MARTIN METRO POLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMJTTEE MEETING
Martin County Administration Building
4'" Floor Workshop Conference Room
2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, FL 34996
www .ma11inmpo.com
(772) 221-1498

Monday, May 4, 2015 @ 1:30 pm
Minutes
1. CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Sam Amerson called the meeting to order at 1:35 pm.

2. ROLLCALL
Members in Attendance:
Sam Amerson
Samantha Lovelady
Joe Capra, (Ah.)
Mark Cocco
Terry Rauth (Arrived 1:41 PM)
Lisa Maack
Kim Delaney
Robert Trout
George Stokus

Members Excused:
None

Members Absent
Stuart Trent
Timothy Voelker (Alt.)

Staff in Attendance:
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator
Bonnie Landry, Senior Planner
Murriah Dekle, Planner II
Bolivar Gomez, Senior Associate Planner
Margaret Brassard, Administrative Assistant II

Others Present:
Stewart Robertson, Kimley-Hom

A quorum was present for this meeting.
3. APPROVE AGENDA
A motion to approve the Agenda was made by Mr. Joe Capra. A second was
provided by Mr. George Stokus. The motion passed unanimously.
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4. APPROVE MINUTES
A motion was made by Ms. Samantha Lovelady which was seconded by Mr.
George Stokus to approve the February 4, 2015 minutes of the regular meeting.
The motion passed unanimously.
5. AGENDA ITEMS
A. DRAFT FY2015/16- FY2019/20 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (TIP)
Ms. Bonnie Landry advised that she will be presenting the Draft Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) which is based on the Tentative Work Program
approved by the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Board in December,
2014. She provided an overview of the funding cycle and went on with her
presentation, advising that the Draft TIP is in the 45-day public review period
which began on May 1, 2015. Ms. Samantha Lovelady inquired as to the two
pages (83 and 86) of the Mapp Road improvements saying that during the
County CIP workshop the Board removed a Mapp Road project. What is the
impact on the TIP? Ms. Terry Rauth replied that there is a CRA project for
Mapp Road with bike lanes, and the Engineering Department was going to do
bike lanes in conjunction with the project. She said the bike lanes are funded by
a Local Agency Program (LAP) grant. If the Board eliminates that project the
County will still do the bike lanes and resurfacing because the road still needs to
be paved. Mr. Amerson asked if there is a drainage component. Ms. Rauth
replied no. Ms. Lovelady said that the Board has gotten a lot of backlash from
the public on this because the neighborhoods have worked on the CRA plan for a
long time. Mr. Amerson inquired if the Board's reason for concern is the
funding for the beautification. Ms. Lovelady said what they want is for the funds
to be spent in residential neighborhoods east of Mapp Road for water and sewer,
instead of the corridor improvements. However, water and sewer are very
costly; the funding is not there for water or sewer.
Mr. Joe Capra discussed the project in the Town of Sewall's Point, stating on
page 49 it shows the traffic signal on SR A-1-A and Sewall' s Point Road. He
said he spoke to FOOT recently and they plan to add a pedestrian feature to the
signal. Mr. Capra said he didn't believe that the number was going to change
significantly but he wanted the committee to be aware of this addition to the
project. Ms. Lisa Maack of FOOT said if the changes meet certain thresholds,
they will come back to the committee and the Board with those changes, but this
shows that they are programmed. Dr. Kim DeLaney asked about Table 2, the
improvement for bike lanes on Dixie Highway from U.S. 1 to Saturn Street. Ms.
Beltran stated that the project was switched with a project in Downtown Stuart
that is on hold due to the All Aboard Florida (AAF) Project. She added that the
switch occurred a few years ago because the County was able to tie the
resurfacing and the bike lanes together making it more cost efficient. Mr.
Amerson stated that he was meeting with a Chief Engineer for Florida East Coast
Industries (FECI) on April 19th seeking confirmation if they can build a sidewalk
in the Downtown Stuart location. Dr. DeLaney said that it has become very
apparent in all MPOs, the need to have complete streets, bike lanes,
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improvements and resurfacing. She asked if anyone has talked through that
issue. Ms. Beltran said that staff works very closely with Capital Projects.
When applications are being submitted for SCOP grants for resurfacing, they
collaborate with the MPO staff to review the bike/ped priorities. Ms. Rauth said
the BOCC has had difficulty seeing the need for bike lanes especially on high
speed roads. Discussion ensued. Mr. Amerson reflected on the number of times
the Kindred Street/Johnson Avenue complete street project was modified in
order to get a final approval. Sometimes retrofitting an existing facility can be
challenging but he recognizes FOOT' s objective to provide facilities for
alternative transportation modes. Mr. Capra announced his conflict of interest as
he is a consultant for one of the projects in the TIP so he will abstain from the
vote on this agenda item. Dr. Kim OeLaney inquired about the priority to the U.
S. 1 Retrofit. Ms. Beltran stated that it was left on the list as a reminder to
FOOT that the Board supports congestion management strategies along U. S. I.
She said that on the LOPP in June there will be recommendations from the
preliminary study that was presented at the last meeting for prioritization. Mr.
Amerson said that they assume that any FOOT resurfacing projects needed along
that corridor will contain the components identified in that multimodal study and
recommendations. Ms. Lovelady stated for the record that she is not comfortable
with the $1.5 million landscaping project on 1-95 and SR 714 due to its remote
location. Ms. Beltran said that her indication from the Oisnict is that this is a
statewide initiative. Mr. Amerson expressed concern with the maintenance of
this project. It was noted that FOOT will maintain it. Ms. Landry said that the
final document will come back to the committee next month.
Ms. Terry Rauth made a motion to approve the Draft FY 2015/16 FY
2019/20 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Ms. Samantha
Lovelady provided a second. The vote was called and it was approved
unanimously with one abstention. (Mr. Joe Capra abstained.)
B. 2040 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP) DRAFT NEEDS
PLAN
Ms. Beth Beltran introduced Mr. Stewart Robertson of Kirnley Hom to make the
presentation of the 2040 LRTP Needs Plan. Thus far, staff has had excellent
public participation. Ms. Beltran said at the Joint Meeting the committees heard
the Goals and Objectives which were approved by the Board at the April meeting
with one minor change. Mr. Robertson provided the committee with handouts
stating that the Needs Plan was developed based on the outcome of the public
engagement process, the recently approved Goals and Objectives and a review of
documents/plans from various government agencies. Mr. Robertson provided an
overview of the project schedule. He informed that the Needs Plan is where all
transportation needs which have been identified from all sources are considered,
though many may not advance to the Cost Feasible Plan. Mr. Robertson showed
slides from various workshops/focus groups which have been held, adding that
other forms of input have also been received or included from comment cards,
games, website and surveys to name a few methods. He provided the current top
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three priorities as being bike lanes, enhancing maintenance of existing roadways,
and pedestrian improvements inclusive of sidewalk construction and crosswalks.
Mr. Robertson provided outreach results from Social Media and the website.
Facebook is reaching more than 2,000 people a week. This is a remarkable result
when measured by the size of the community. Mr. Robertson explained that the
Needs Plans include one for Roadway, one for Non-Motorized and one for
Transit. Mr. Robertson went on to discuss the Draft Non-Motorized Needs Plan.
Ms. Terry Rauth asked if the A-1-A trail on Jupiter Island was a separate trail, as
she explained that in that area the ROW is the edge of the pavement. Mr.
Robertson said that particular trail comes from the Statewide Office of
Greenways and Trails Mapping of Opportunities as a proposed off the roadway
trail. He agreed that the ROW is tight there. Ms. Rauth said that there are
sections of Dixie Highway that have no ROW which is why the Seabranch Path
goes down Gomez instead of Dixie Highway. She was of the opinion that if
people from Jupiter Island were to see that path request that it would not go very
far. Ms. Beltran explained that the BP AC members keep a list of "needs"
without regard to feasibility as they still see the facilities are needed. Dr.
DeLaney suggested leaving Dixie Highway on the ''Needs Plan" as it runs the
duration of the region as a long term goal. It should stay on the list in case it one
day is possible. Ms. Rauth said that some of the sidewalk on Dixie Highway in
Hobe Sound is on private property. Dr. Delaney queried Mr. Robertson if there
is a proposed shared use path on Gomez, will that expand the existing sidewalk
from six to twelve feet? Mr. Robertson stated that it comes from the BPAC
Action Plan. It was learned that many areas are identified which may or may not
be feasible due to ROW constraints but it's been identified in the Plan and it may
be left for a "someday hope" as BPAC will always consider it as a need. Dr.
Delaney inquired about "shared use paths". Mr. Robertson said that 10 feet is
the minimum for State roadways, some guidelines say an eight foot path may be
used if the area is constrained or it is anticipated to have an extremely low
cyclists/pedestrians volume, so it depends on the context and if it is on a State
roadway. Dr. Delaney noted that bike lanes facilities are shown on this map
throughout the County, yet there is a narrow field of cyclists that will ride on the
roads, she suggested another type of facility such as a premium buffered or
separated bike lane. A seven foot facility (five foot lane with a two foot stripe) is
a Statewide trend which broadens the facility, enabling a larger group of cyclists
to feel safer and possibly use it. She added that a better bike lane actually
protects the sidewalk which has a limited array of users, but if it's protected
more will utilize it as well. Ms. Rauth stated that FDOT has already adopted the
seven foot "buffered" bike lanes throughout the State. Dr. Delaney said that
isn't communicated in this County. Ms. Rauth affirmed saying that the County
would still go by the Green Book standards if there isn't enough funds to build a
seven foot lane, though it would definitely be preferred if the funds were
available. Dr. Delaney advised that what this means to staff is that the drive
lanes may be narrowed allowing for a more robust bike lane, so it' s not a huge
impact in terms of costs it' s simply assigning the real estate differently. She
reminded the committee that though bike lanes are shown all over the County
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only two percent of cyclists will actually use them, especially if the speed is 35
miles per hour (MPH) or greater. Mr. Robertson said that the reason they term
certain sections as "bicycle corridors" is to allow for other types of bicycle
facilities inclusive of premium bike lanes, noting that buffered lanes do consume
a bit less cost and space than a fully protected cycle track with a barrier
separation. Dr. DeLaney stated that it would be helpful to have some additional
information to determine if it is a four foot shoulder, or does it have some level
of separation, adding that with children a bike lane may not be the route chosen
but if it' s a buffered or separated lane it may be considered. Mr. Robertson said
that information may be a bit beyond the specificity of this plan to show the
designs of the facilities but we want to at least identify the corridors while
providing enough flexibility within the document that the Goals and Objections
may be achieved. Dr. Delaney inquired of Mr. Amerson if the City's CRA
boundary was included in this system as well as the County's. Ms. Landry noted
that it was an oversight, but that it can be added. Mr. Joe Capra said that he will
go through his wish list, though he won't distinguish between bike lanes or
shared use paths, but he aligned with Dr. Laney in that people prefer being off of
the roadways adding more will ride on a separate path. Mr. Capra said the route
from Hutchinson Island to U. S. 1 is good but a leg of that should go to
downtown on A-1-A. He said that route should extend to Martin Downs
Boulevard and then the entrance of the Florida Turnpike, adding that it would be
a good ride for those in Palm City to go to Hutchinson Island. Mr. Capra advised
that he' s aware of the constraints on the bridges but is of the opinion that cyclists
would enjoy the exercise/destination. He said cyclists are already going from
downtown to Hutchinson Island so extending it a little would be good. Mr.
Capra said concerning Kanner Highway, a separate path should be considered or
the buffered bike lanes as it is an important entrance to our community. He said
that since Monterey Road has become a " Scenic Highway" it should have a bike
path so people could see it. Ms. Dekle stated that the shared use path question
was posed a few weeks ago during the "Scenic Highway" discussion, and we
currently are waiting to hear back from them. Mr. Stokus mentioned the
" Waterways Plan", why hasn't that Plan been incorporated? Mr. Robertson
advised that the recommendations from the Waterways Plan are being included
in the LRTP in the same way that other ancillary items are being incorporated
such as freight, wh ich is why it's not on a "modal list", but consistencies with
each Plan are being considered. Dr. DeLaney suggested in the "close the gap"
philosophy can the trail faci lity which appears to be along the CSX railway in the
Indiantown area, be elaborated on. Mr. Robertson said that it comes from the
Statewide Greenways Office and Trai ls, however, the line shou ldn 't be there.
Dr. DeLaney inquired as to a road in Jonathan Dickinson State Park (JDSP) and
if something could be shown to close that gap. Discussion ensued as to
connections in IDSP, and Mr. Robertson said that the intent of the lines from the
GIS database is to connect to the road in the park. Mr. Capra asked if it had been
determined not to place a shared use path on SR 710. Dr. DeLaney advised that
she met with the Palm Beach Department of Environmental Resource
Management (DERM) recently. She said that DERM has reconsidered its
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position regarding the multiuse path along SR 710, so it's back on the list. Dr.
DeLaney said that Palm Beach County is updating their Greenways and Trails to
show that facility which is a large win for the region to have that separated
multiuse path on SR 710. Mr. Capra noted that there is no mention of equestrian
trails. Mr. Robertson said that some of the green lines may have had equestrian
components to them again coming from the Office of Greenways and Trails. He
said that equestrian trails are not a component in the LRTP. Mr. Sam Amerson
asked Ms. Rauth about a comment she recently made wherein the County
Commission took action on an FDOT grant "cost shari ng" for Citrus Boulevard
bike lanes from Martin Highway on SR 714 to Indiantown. Ms. Rauth said the
bike lanes do not go all the way to Indiantown, as part of Citrus had been
resurfaced a few years ago and that section doesn't have bike lanes. Mr.
Amerson asked if this would still be shown as proposed even though the County
has taken action. Mr. Robertson said it would depend on the Action. After
discussion, Ms. Rauth said that it has already gone back to the Board and was
approved. Mr. Capra asked if the funding for equestrian trails fall under the
MPO. Ms. Beltran said, "no". Ms. Samantha Lovelady said that a road coming
down from St. Lucie County, next to 1-95, needs to be placed on the map. Mr.
Robertson said this would be included in the Cost Feasible Plan.
Next, Mr. Robe11son presented the Transit section of the Needs Plan. He stated
that the draft considers various transit needs as identified in local Plans as well as
the public involvement. The transit needs are designated as Service
Improvements, Amenities, as well as Maintenance and Operations. Mr.
Robertson advised that there was a need that was consistent with the SIS Plan
which is for a transit connection for Indiantown to Palm Beach County. He
advised that he will now take questions on the Transit Needs Plan. Mr. Capra
inquired if a train station is listed. Mr. Robertson stated that consistent with the
SIS Needs Plan, a station is shown as part of the Indiantown to Mangonia Park
Tri-Rail Station along the SR 710-Indiantown side. Mr. Capra noted that he still
would like to see a downtown, evening, special event, transit program. He
offered a route suggestion which would be inclusive of the all the CRAs,
downtown Stuart, Sewall's Point, Jensen Beach, Hobe Sound, Port Salerno, Palm
City and eventually Indiantown. He added that people would probably use it for
special functions or evenings that happen almost every weekend in the CRAs.
Mr. Capra said if consideration to this has been given and it's li sted under a
program that he' s unaware of, that is fine, and he just would like to see
something put together in this Plan. Ms. Beltran stated that the Plan will address
the City's Tram not necessarily the route he suggested. She said it may be
referenced in the Plan, but areas that have that type of service are normally
sponsored by the local businesses rather than with public transportation funds.
Ms. Beltran said that the elected officials and FTA prioritize funding for
transportation to work or school prior to a non-essential route. Ms. Beltran
clarified that public monies would not be able to be obtained for this purpose.
Mr. Capra expressed his surpri se that the item isn't on this list as he provided it
as a public comment at one of the workshops. Ms. Beltran advised that the MPO
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is not the forum to discuss this form of transportation. Mr. Sam Amerson
suggested that he recently held a meeting with City and transit staff. He said that
they have reduced the transit headway from 80 to 50 minutes by increasing the
service. Mr. Amerson said that this will provide the City with an opportunity to
expand their micro transit service to augment that route. Mr. Robert Trout stated
that the routes used by Martin County Public Transit (MCPT) have been
redesigned which has decreased the headway times as well. However, public
transit cannot provide a shuttle service such as what Mr. Capra is describing.
Mr. Capra added that he is just seeking innovative opportunities that could
potentially raise funds for transit, as there's just not enough funding. Mr. Trout
inquired as to what was the "Transit Pass Holder Program". Mr. Trout asked if it
was "pay for five and get six rides or something of that nature" Ms. Landry
affirmed, adding similar to a vending machine. Mr. Trout advised that is old
technology as these machines have difficulty in the Florida heat and humidity.
He advised that now the method is using smart phones for ticketing. Ms. Beltran
suggested that MPO staff meet with the transit staff to review the TDP, he
concurred.
Mr. Robertson said that he' d provide a brief review of the technical analysis of
the last of the three modal plans, the Roadway Needs Analysis Plan. He
explained the process of reviewing all of the data for the most accurate result.
Data analyzed included looking at projections from the transpo11ation model,
socio economic data such as areas where housing or jobs could see growth,
actual traffic counts, Level of Service (LOS) and existing roadways and projects
that have been funded but not constructed ("existing plus committed"). He said
if a deficiency is shown, this area is further studied to assure the model is
perfonning well and predicting where future capacity is needed. He said that the
model has performed well on high volume roadways such as 1-95, the Turnpike
and U. S. 1. The lower volume roadways are more difficult for the model
predictions. This is why they use the supplementary analysis or post-processing
method. For example, bridges often show up on deficiency maps wmecessarily
as they by nature of the fact are constrained. He said from this map the Draft
Roadways Needs Plan is developed. He said as there are few capacity projects
he will briefly note each: Cove Road from SR 76 to Dixie Highway; Martin
Highway between Citrus Boulevard and the Turnpike Interchange [Martin
Downs Boulevard]; High Meadows connecting to Martin Highway; a small
portion of Indian Street between U. S. 1 and Willoughby; and the U. S. 1
Corridor Retrofit project. Mr. Robertson said the Retrofit was identified from a
prior LRTP and with projects from a recent CMP the lower scale changes are
beginning to be implemented on roadways approaching capacity within the 2040
period. He reminded the committee that committed projects are already taken
into consideration so what is being seen is from that point forward to 2040. Mr.
Amerson asked about the Volume/Capacity Ratio map; the Roosevelt Bridge
south of Jensen Beach and the multimodal retrofit along that corridor. He said
narrowing the travel lanes to accommodate a wider bike lane was discussed,
would that affect capacity noting that people travel slower on narrower lanes?
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Mr. Robertson said an amount of quantifiable reduction in capacity will be noted

but it's fairly negligible in terms of a 12 to 11 foot lane reduction on a regional
analysis. Mr. Capra asked if Green River Parkway is in the model as it was
anticipated to relieve some traffic from U. S. I. Is adding lanes to Green River
Parkway an option? Mr. Robertson stated that there may be somewhat of a
reduction with that increase. Mr. Capra noted the heavy red line on Palm City
Road from U. S. 1 to Monterey Road and inquired if a traffic increase is really
anticipated, as they are seeking ways to keep traffic off of that road. Mr.
Robertson said it is not anticipated to approach capacity by 2040. It' s one of the
overestimations from the FDOT model. Mr. Capra said the funds have just been
spent to build the Veteran' s Memorial Bridge which was to help capacity issues
on the Palm City Bridge. When will the Palm City Bridge see the results? Mr.
Robertson advised that those matters will be addressed through CMP
recommendations affecting either side of the bridge not the bridge itself. Mr.
Capra inquired as to the more congested segment of Monterey Road from
Kanner Highway to U. S. 1, saying that more improvements are needed there.
Mr. Robertson added that additional studies are needed for that area but analysis
shows that the capacity is still capable of handling the demand. Mr. Roberson
said the next step in the planning process for LRTP is the Financial Resource
Plan. This in turn would feed into the Cost Feasible Plan.
Ms. Samantha Lovelady made a motion to approve the 2040 Long Range
Transportation Plan, Draft Needs Plan with comments. The motion was
seconded by Mr. George Stokus. The vote was called and the motion passed
unanimously.
6. COM1\1ENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Mr. Stokus said "for the record" that he appreciates that a plane was added to the
TIP.

Dr. Kim DeLaney said that FOOT referenced "complete streets" earlier in the
meeting and a couple of projects are identified. She advised that FDOT is in process
of developing a Complete Streets Manual. She stated that it has been in process for
a couple of months and should be completed sometime in June. Dr. DeLaney
believes that it will be circulated to the T/MPOs in July/August for feedback, with an
expectation of adoption by fall. She said that the State has really responded to the
local governments, T/MPOs requests and have chosen to look at their Plan
Preparation Manual (PPM) to see what needs to be modified to accommodate the
buffered bike lanes and other retrofits.
Dr. DeLaney refreshed the committee' s memories from a couple of years back that
the TCRPC was assisting in the development of the Regional Greenways and Trails
Plan which was completely funded by the Palm Beach MPO. The project was
shelved during some re-staffing but it' s back in full swing so members may be
receiving invitations and notices regarding that Plan in the near future with a
completion goal over the summer as well. Dr. DeLaney mentioned that due to
regional guidance it is intended to have more facilities than there are at the State.
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Mr. Amerson said he is glad the State FDOT is taking that approach. He said they

sat in on the "Mayor' s Challenge" Safer Street Safer People. He noted many groups
are popping up, and the FDOT can consolidate some of the initiatives and provide
language as model language to include in a comprehensive plan it could streamline
matters. Dr. DeLaney said that what' s challenging about it is the Mayor' s Challenge
is for Complete Street comes from the United States Department of Transportation
(USDOT). She said it' s a national initiative to draw attention to the communities
throughout the country. This way DOT can get this prioritized across the nation, and
they are working on uniform language through "Smart Growth America". Smart
Growth American volunteered to help the State write "standards." They will provide
the State with the modified language for the PPM, model Comp Plan policies, model
Complete Street Standards that the T/MPOs and local governments can adopt to
maintain consistency. She advised that the State is considering narrower lanes to
slow people down.
7. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
None.
8. COMMENTS FROM FDOT
None.
9. NEXT MEETING
Ms. Beltran introduced Mr. Bolivar Gomez as the Senior Associate Planner for the
MPO.
• June 1st 2015
10. ADJOURN

Seeing no additional agenda item the Chair adjourned the meeting at 3:2 l PM. RONR
(10th ed.), p. 233 , c. (9)

Date
H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist II
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